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The editor of Rubikon Journal welcomes article submissions in accordance with the following guidelines:

1. Articles have not been published or accepted for publication, or are being considered for publication elsewhere. In addition to the manuscript, a written statement should be attached which clarifies that the article is original and does not contain any elements of plagiarism.

2. Types of article suitable for publication include the following: research report (laboratory, field, archives), conceptual ideas, studies, theory applications.

3. Articles are written in Indonesian or English (preferable) using academic language along with standard academic writing structure and composition. Manuscripts are typed 1,15 spaced in a quarto paper size (A4), between 6000-7000 words in length including references, pictures, and tables.

4. Article should be in essay from which includes:
   a. title (15-20 words),
   b. author’s name (without academic degree) with an e-mail address and institution’s name,
   c. abstract in English (150-200 words for each) which includes research problem, methods and result,
   d. keyword in English (5-7 words),
   e. author’s personal information and e-mail address,
   f. introduction (without subsection, 2-3 pages) which includes background, objectives, methods, and literature reviews/theoretical construct (if needed) of research. The introduction section ends with an emphasis on items to be discussed,
   g. discussion,
   h. conclusion, and
   i. references.

5. Another suitable type of article is book review. Please note the following requirements for submitting book reviews:
   a. book being reviewed should be newly published (within the last one year for books in Indonesian and two years for books in other foreign languages),
   b. book reviews should be typed between 2000-4000 words in length including references, pictures, etc., and
   c. a copy/scan of the book cover should be attached.

6. Reference list format is based APA (American Psychological Association) style 7th edition. Reference list should appear at the end of the article and includes only literatures actually cited in the manuscripts. References are ordered alphabetically and chronologically. We strongly recommend authors to use reference tools, such as Mendeley, Zotero, Endnote, etc. When writing a reference list, please use the following conventions:

When writing an in-text citation, please use the following conventions:
   - As Rowe (2014) asserts, “‘Transnationalism’ also refers to American Studies done by international scholars outside the U.S. especially scholarship that emphasizes the influence of the U.S. abroad” (p. 1)

   This research assigns the researcher to be the key instrument in his or her own research (Creswell, 2009, p. 211).

   The New York Times (2020) interviewed their gay readers to reveal about the dynamics of gay relationship:
   - I am in a same-sex relationship, and we are regularly flummoxed by how our heterosexual parent friends don’t split nighttime child care and sleep loss…In our house, parents are parents. There is no artificial distinction like fathers do this and mothers do that.

7. The editor appreciates if authors excerpt information from subsequent published articles in Jurnal Rubikon.

8. Articles should be submitted in soft files using Microsoft Word application to jurnal.rubikon@gmail.com

9. Authors will be sent notification of receipt of manuscripts and editorial decisions (whether the articles are accepted or not) by e-mail. Manuscripts that are not published will not be returned to the authors.